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From Weber: "Wang Song" song "to dance", this song has a splendid orchestral colour gorgeous waltz, its vivid tuantant style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand, delicate emotions and certainly, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy flood in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From Weber's 'Wang Song,' a waltz, this song has a splendid orchestral colour. Its vivace and curvilinear style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand, delicate emotions and certainly passionate dance scenes, infinitely heavy, filled with the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From Weber ‘Wang Yaping’ song “to dance”, this song has a splendid orchestral colour gorgeous waltz.
Its vivid luxuriant style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand, delicate emotions and certainly, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy flood in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From weber Wang Wang song "to dance", this song has a splendid orchestral colour, gorgeous waltz, its vivid luxuriant style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand, delicate emotions and certainly, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy flood in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From Weber Wang Wang song "to dance", this song has a splendid orchestral color, gorgeous waltz,
its vivid luxurious style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand,
delicate emotions and certainly, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From the 'Wang Wang song *to dance*, this song has a splendid orchestral colour, gorgeous rhythm, its vivid luculent style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand,
delicate emotions and certainty, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy flood in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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From Weber Wang Song "to dance", this song has a splendid orchestral colour gorgeous waltz, its vivid lyrical style, sometimes shy, enthusiastic, and in the grand, delicate emotions and certainly, passionate dance scene, infinitely heavy flood in the fluidity and dramatic melody.
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